CALCUTTA STATE CENTRE
Technical Programme
November 15, 2012, Kolkata

In collaboration with Wipro Lighting, ISLE Kolkata State Centre arranged a technical programme at the Central Government Hostel in the Nizam Palace, Kolkata. Though it was arranged at very short notice most Kolkata based members were contacted and invited to grace the occasion.

Mr Dipankar Dutta, Zonal Manager of Wipro Consumer Care & Lighting and Mr. A.K. Das Chowdhury, Secretary, ISLE, Kolkata State Centre, welcomed all the members and guests present. Mr. Dipankar Dutta made a brief presentation on Wipro products.

In the main part of the event Mr. A. P. Joshi, Chairman, Calcutta State Centre, and Chief Engineer (EZ-III), CPWD in his brief speech declared the names of the Convener and team members for conducting Election of the State Centre Committee 2012-14. At the end of the programme Mr. P.K. Bandyopadhyay, founder fellow member of ISLE, delivered a heart touching lecture encompassing ISLE as well as the activities of Illumination Engineering both in India and abroad.

The programme concluded with fabulous dinner.
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